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The isotonic regression problem is a specially structured quadratic programming problem which arises 
in various fields, such as production planning, inventory control, psychometry and statistics. The 
underlying graphical structure of the problem permits the development of easy and fast combinatorial 
solution algorithms. In this paper, we exploit this underlying structure, to develop efficient combinato- 
rial methods for performing sensitivity analysis on the isotonic regression problem. 
1. Introduction 
The isotonic regression problem is as follows. We are given n observations, 
yl, yZ, . . . , yn with associated weights wr, w2, . . . , w,. (Each-vi, l~i~nisarealnum- 
ber and each w;, 1 I is n is strictly positive.) We are required to determine a mono- 
tonically nondecreasing sequence (XI, x2, . . . , xn} which minimizes the weighted sum 
Of least squares C Wi(_Yj-Xi)2* 
More compactly, the isotonic regression problem is 
Minimize i$r wi(Yi -xi)2, 
subject to xIrx2%**.~x,. 
Each Wi, 1 risn, is strictly positive. 
(P) 
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(P) is a strictly convex quadratic program with a nonfull feasible region and so 
has a unique optimal solution. The constraints of (P) have a straightforward graphi- 
cal representation. Each variable xi, 1 I i% n, is represented by a node numbered i. 
An arc is drawn from node i to i+ 1 to represent he constraint xi IXi+t, 1 I is 
n - 1. The digraph representing the constraints of (P) will be called the underlying 
graph of (P) and will be denoted by G. 
The isotonic regression problem has several variants. A more general version does 
not require the xi to be monotonically nondecreasing, but does require them to 
satisfy a specified partial order. The underlying graph, in this case, is a general di- 
graph rather than a chain as for (P). Again, it is possible to consider a sum of ab- 
solute values rather than a sum of squares as the objective function to be minimized. 
(See, e.g., [4].) In the present paper we shall however restrict our attention to the 
problem (P). 
The isotonic regression problem (and its many variants) arise in a variety of fields, 
such as production planning, inventory control, psychometry and statistics. Several 
applications are discussed in [ 11. (Also see [5,7,8] .) The special structure of (P) per- 
mits the development of several fast combinatorial solution algorithms. (A survey 
is contained in [3].) 
Now any optimization problem, such as (P), gives rise to two related questions. 
Suppose that we are given an optimal solution to an instance of the optimization 
problem and the problem data are perturbed slightly. Does the previous solution still 
remain optimal and if not how can the new optimal solution be calculated? Of 
course both questions can be answered by solving the modified problem from scratch. 
However, this is generally wasteful. Sensitivity analysis is the attempt to answer 
these two questions utilizing available information. 
Since data is often inaccurate and subject to change, sensitivity analysis is general- 
ly an important concern. Somewhat surprisingly, even though the literature on iso- 
tonic regression is extensive, we are not aware of any work on sensitivity analysis 
in isotonic regression. This paper is a first attempt in this direction. 
The remainder of this paper makes extensive use of a combinatorial formulation 
of the optimality conditions for (P), derived in [3]. This has been restated in the Ap- 
pendix for the sake of convenience. The Appendix also contains some notational 
and other preliminaries and the reader is advised to glance at it before proceeding 
with this paper. Sections 2,3 and 4 are concerned with sensitivity analysis in isotonic 
regression. We discuss in Section 2 the case in which a single observation is deleted; 
in Section 3 the case in which a single observation is added; and in Section 4 the 
case in which a single observation is modified. In each case we provide easy com- 
binatorial tests for deciding whether or not the current solution remains optimal 
after the change has been made. In each case we also provide easy combinatorial 
algorithms, which utilize the available information to determine the new optimal 
solution, in case the current solution fails to remain optimal after the change. Sec- 
tion 5 contains some computational results and concluding remarks. 
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We suppose, in this and the next two sections, that we have available an optimal 
partition’ Jo and the optimal solution x0 = x(J’) for (P). In this section we desdribe 
methods of performing sensitivity analysis on the isotonic regression problem when 
a single observation is deleted. 
Suppose that the observation yi is deleted. The revised problem (which will be 
denoted by (Pd”‘)) is 
j-l 
Minimize iz, Y(Yi-xi12+ i wi(Yi-xi)2, 
i=j+l 
subject to ~‘l~2s...r~j_‘lXj+‘r...~X~. 
Let B’ be the block of Jo containing j, let Bde’ = B’\ {j} and let Jde’ = J\ (B’} U 
{Bdel}. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: B” is the singleton {j}. In this case Bdel = 0 and Jdel = Jo\ {j}. It is quite 
clear that Jde’ satisfies (1) and (2) and so is an optimal partition for (Pdel). The op- 
timal solution xde’ for (Pde’) is simply the optimal solution x0 for (P) with the value 
of the variable Xj suppressed. 
Case 2: B’-’ is not the singleton {j]. In this case there are two subcases to con- 
sider. 
Subcase 2(a): Yj I Av(B’). 
Optimality Test 2.1. If Av(L,)?Av(Bdel) for all i< j, iE Bdel and Av(Bdel)< 
Av(S(Bde’)) then Jdel is an optimal partition for (Pde’). The optimal solution xdel to 
(Pdel) is given by (Xdel)i = Av(Bdel), if i E Bdel and = (X’)i, otherwise. 
Example 2.2. Consider the following instance of (P). n = 7, each Wi = 1, yl= 1, ~2 = 4, 
ys=5, y4=6, ys=l, ys=l, y,=4. Here one choice of Jo is {{1},(2,3,4,5,6},(7}} 
andx’=(1,3.4,3.4,3.4,3.4,3.4,4). 
Supposenowthaty,isdeleted. Bdelthenis {2,3,4,6} andAv(Bde1)=(4+5+6+1)/4= 
4, Av(&)=4, Av(L,)=4.5 and Av(&)=5. So AV(Li)ZAv(Bdel), for each i<5, 
i E Bdel. Also Av(Bde’) I Av(S(Bd”)) as Av(.S(Bd”)) = Av({ y,}) = 4. So it follows 
from Optimality Test 2.1 that Jdel is an optimal partition for (Pdel) and xde’= 
(I,4,4,4,4,4). 
Justification of Optimality Test 2.1. Clearly (1) (see Appendix) is satisfied by each 
block of Jdel except possibly Bdel and S(Bdel). Also (2) (see Appendix) is satisfied 
by each block of Jdel except possibly Bde’. Since U;(Jd”) = Ui(J’) for each i E Bdel 
with i> j, it follows that AV( Ui(Jdel)) = AV( Ui(J”)) I Av(B’) I Av(Bde’) for each 
i E Bde’, with i>j. (The first inequality follows from the fact that Jo satisfies (2), 
the second from the fact that yi is not greater than Av(B’).) So if AV(Li) > Av(Bde’) 
’ Refer to the Appendix for explanation of notation and terms used. 
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for each i< j, i E Bdel, then Bdel satisfies (2). Again, since Av(Bdel) 2 Av(B’) and 
P(Bdel) is the immediate predecessor of B” in JO, Av(P(Bdel))<Av(Bde’). So Bdel 
and S(Bdel) both also satisfy (1) if Av(Bd”)lAv(S(Bdel)). Hence, if the conditions 
stated in Optimality Test 2.1 hold, then every block of Jdel satisfies (1) and (2). Ap- 
plication of Theorem A.1 (see Appendix) completes the justification. 
If Optimality Test 2.1 fails it is necessary to compute the new optimum. We give 
below Algorithm 2.3 which computes the new optimum. 
Algorithm 2.3. Computing the new optimum. 
Initiation. If Av(Lj) 5 Av(Bde’) for all i< j, i E Bde’ then set J= Jdel, B+ = Bde’, 
B- =0. Compute Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Else compute k=max{i 1 i<j, ieB de1, Av(Li) < Av(Bde’)}. Set J=Jde’\ {Bdel} U 
{Lk, Uk}, B+ = U,, B- = L,. Compute Av(B-) and Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Step 1. If Av(B+)s Av(S(B+)) or S(B+) =0 then go to Step 3. Else (i.e., if 
S(B+) #0 and Av(B+)> Av(S(B+))) go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Set J= J\ {B+, S(B+)} U {B+ U S(B+)}, B+ = B+ U S(B+). Compute Av(B+) 
and go to Step 1. 
Step 3. If B- =0 or AV(Li) r Av(B-) for each i..z B-, then go to Step 4. Else 
computek=max(i~i~B~,AV(L,)<AV(B~)}.SetJ=J\{B~}U{Lk,Uk},B-=L~, 
B+ = Wk. Compute Av(B-) and Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Step 4. Stop with the conclusion that the current J is an optimal partition and 
that x(J) is the optimal solution to (Pdel). 
Example 2.4. Consider the following instance of (P). n = 7, each wi = 1, y1 = 1, 
y,=4, y,=5, y4=6, ys=l, y6=3.5, y,=4. (The only difference between this 
and the instance of Example 2.2 is that y6 is 3.5 here instead of 1.) Here Jo = 
((1>,{2,3,4,5,6},{7>> d an x0=(1,3.9,3.9,3.9,3.9,3.9,4). 
Suppose now that y5 is deleted. B de1 then is {2,3,4,6} and Av(Bde’) = 4.625. 
Av(L,) = 4, Av(L,) = 4.5, Av(L4) = 5 and Av(S(Bd”)) = 4. Clearly Optimality Test 2.1 
fails and we need to compute the new optimal solution by Algorithm 2.3. 
The Initiation Step sets J={{1},(2,3},{4,6},{7}}, B-=(2,3}, and B+={4,6}. 
Av(B-)=4.5, Av(B’)=4.75. Control switches to Step 1 and then to Step 2. The 
execution of Step 2 gives B+ = {4,6,7}, Av(B+) = 4.5. Control switches to Step 1 
and then to Step 3. The execution of Step 3 gives B- = {2}, B+ = {3}, Av(B-) = 4, 
Av(B+) = 5. Control switches to Step 1 and then to Step 2. The execution of Step 2 
gives B+ = { 3,4,6,7}, Av(B+) = 4.625. Control switches to Step 1 and then to Step 3. 
Since B- is now a singleton, the condition Av(Li) 2 Av(B-) for each i E B- is vacu- 
ously satisfied. Control switches to Step 4. The current J= {{I}, {2}, {3,4,6,7}} 
is an optimal partition for the revised problem and the new optimal solution is 
(1,4,4.625,4.625,4.625,4.625). 
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Justification of Algorithm 2.3. Finite termination of the algorithm is obvious. 
To establish the validity of the algorithm, consider the B- obtained at any execu- 
tion of Step 3. B- was of the form L,(J’) for some k belonging to block B* of Jo 
and P(B-) was the immediate predecessor of B” in J. Since Jo was an optimal par- 
tition for (P) it satisfied (1) and (2). Here 
Av(B-) = Av(L,(JO)) 2 Av(B’) 2 Av(P(B-)) 
so that B- satisfies (1). 
Also, from the description of the algorithm, it is clear that B+ and every suc- 
cessor of B+ satisfies (1) at any execution of Step 3. It follows that each block of 
the current J satisfies (1) at any execution of Step 3. 
Again, it is clear from the description of the algorithm that the B+ obtained at 
the Initiation Step satisfies (2). Using the fact that Jo satisfies (2) and repeatedly 
applying Lemma A.2 (see Appendix) we see that each B+, obtained in the course 
of the algorithm, satisfies (2). It follows that each block of J, except possibly B-, 
satisfies (2) at any execution of Step 3. When control switches to Step 4, B- too 
satisfies (2). So when Algorithm 2.3 terminates J satisfies (1) and (2) and so is an 
optimal partition by Theorem A.l. This completes the justification. 
Comment 2.5. The calculations required in Optimality Test 2.1 and Algorithm 2.3 
become much simplified if we have available W(Li) and Av(&) for each i<j in 
B” and W(B’) and Av(B’). The calculations in Optimality Test 2.1 and the deter- 
mination of B- and computation of Av(B-) in Step 3 of Algorithm 2.3, then just 
involve looking up these available values. Each computation of Av(B+), in Algo- 
rithm 2.3, requires two additions, two multiplications and one division. 
Any solution algorithm for (P) would generate W(B’) and Av(B’). W(L;)‘s and 
Av&)‘s are generated by some algorithms. IV(&) and Av(L,) should be calculated 
for each i< j in B, before carrying out Optimality Test 2.1 or initiating Algo- 
rithm 2.3, if they are not already available. The calculations can be carried out 
recursively in time linear in the cardinality of the set (i 1 i < j, i E B} . 
Comment 2.6. The time complexity of Algorithm 2.3 is O(n). 
Subcase 2(b): uj>Av(Bo). Analysis of this subcase is quite similar to that of 
Subcase 2(a). The optimality test for this subcase can be formally obtained from 
Optimality Test 2.1 by replacing throughout I (2) by 2 (s), Lk by U, and S(Bde’) 
by P(Bde’). An algorithm for recomputing the optimum, in case the optimality test 
fails, can be formally obtained from Algorithm 2.3 by replacing throughout Lk 
(U,) by U, (Lk), B- (Bf) by B+ (B-), I (r) by 2 (0, < (>) by > (<), max by 
min and S(B+) by P(B-). We omit details. 
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3. Adding an observation 
As in the previous section, we suppose that we have available an optimal partition 
Jo and the optimal solution x0 =x(JO) for (P). In this section we describe methods 
of performing sensitivity analysis on the isotonic regression problem when a single 
observation is added. 
Suppose that an observation Ynew is added and the corresponding x”,, is required 
to satisfy the constraints XjIx,,,IXj+l. (If j = 0 (n), then only the second (first) in- 
equality of the pair must be satisfied.) The revised problem (which will be called 
(P”““)) is 
Minimize i$1 wi(Yi-xi)2 + Wnew(Ynew-Xnew)2~ 
subject to x,IX~I...IX~_,IX~+,I...IX,. 
Let Bi and Bj+’ be the blocks of Jo containing j and j + 1 respectively. (If j= 0 (n), 
B’ (Bj”) is 0.) 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: Bj+Bj”. We let BneW be the singleton { y”,,} and let J”‘” = Jo U { Bnew}. 
There are two subcases to consider. 
Subcase 1 (a): y,,, 1 Av(Bj). 
Optimality Test 3.1. If j = n or if Ynew~Av(Bj”) then Jne” is an optimal partition 
for (P”‘,). The optimal solution xnew to (Pnew) is given by (Xnew)i =(x’)~ if if new, 
and =yne,, otherwise. 
Justification of Optimality Test 3.1. Clearly every block of JneW, except possibly 
BneW and S(BneW), satisfies (1) since Jo is an optimal partition for (P). Also, every 
block of JneW, except possibly BneW, satisfies (2) for the same reason. Further, if the 
conditions stated in the test hold S(B”‘“) also satisfies (1). BneW satisfies (1) since 
Y “ew 2 Av(Bj) and it satisfies (2) vacuously being a singleton. So each block of JneW 
satisfies (1) and (2), which completes the justification by Theorem A.l. 
We give below Algorithm 3.2 for computing the new optimal solution if Optimali- 
ty Test 3.1 fails. 
Algorithm 3.2. Computing the new optimum. 
Initiation. Set J= Jne”, B’ = Brie”. Go to Step 1. 
Step 1. If Av(B+)< Av(S(B+)) or S(B+) = 0 then go to Step 3. Else (i.e., if 
S(B+) #0 and Av(B+)> Av(S(B+))) go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Set J= J\ {B+, S(B+)} U (B+ U S(B+)}, Bf = B+ U S(B+). Compute Av(B’) 
and go to Step 1. 
Step 3. Stop with the conclusion that the current J is an optimal partition and 
that x(J) is the optimal solution to (P”‘,). 
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Justification of Algorithm 3.2. Finite termination of the algorithm is obvious. 
To establish the validity of the algorithm, observe that each block of Jne” clearly 
satisfies (2) when Algorithm 3.2 initiates. By repeatedly applying Lemma A.2, we 
see that J satisfies (2) whenever Step 1 is about to execute and so satisfies (2) when 
the algorithm terminates. It is clear from the description of the algorithm that, at 
termination, J also satisfies (1). Applying Theorem A.1 we see that the terminal J 
is an optimal partition for (Pnew). 
Subcase l(b): y,,, < Av(Bj). Analysis of this subcase is quite similar to that of 
Subcase l(a). We omit details. 
Comment 3.3. Comment 2.6 also applies to Algorithm 3.2. 
Case 2: Bj=Bj+‘. In this case we write B0 for Bj=Bj+’ and let Bnew=BOU {j], 
J new = Jo\ {B’} U {Pew}. There are two subcases to consider. 
Subcase 2(a): ynew 2 Av(BO). 
Optimality Test 3.4. If Av(L,) zAv(BneW) for all is j, iEBnew and Av(BneW)5 
Av(S(BneW)) then JneW is an optimal partition for (Pnew). The optimal solution xnew 
to (Pnew) is given by (Xnew)i =Av(Bnew) if iEBnew, and =(x0); otherwise. 
Justification of Optimality Test 3.4. Clearly (1) is satisfied for each block of J”‘“, 
except possibly BneW and S(B”‘“). Also (2) is satisfied for each block of Jne”, ex- 
cept possibly Brie”. 
Now, since U,,,,(J”‘“) = Uj(J”) and Jo is an optimal partition for (P) it follows 
that 
and 
knew B Av(BO) 2 AV(Uj(JO)) = Av(Une,(JneW)) 
AV(Lj(J’)) I Av(Uj(J’)). 
AS L,,,,(J”‘“) = ,j(Jnew) U { ynew} = L,(J,) U {Y,,,}, it follows that Av(L,,,(JneW)) 2 
Av(U,,,,(JneW)). Again, since Uj(JneW)= U,(J”) for each iEBnew, with i>j, i#new, 
it follows that Av(Ui(JneW)) = Av(Ui(JO))~Av(BO)%Av(BneW) for each iEBnew, 
with i>j, i# new. (The first inequality follows from the fact that Jo satisfies 
(2) and the second from the fact that ynew- >Av(B’).) So if the conditions stated 
in the optimality test hold, BneW also satisfies (2) and so each block of J”‘” satisfies 
(2). 
Again, since Av(B”~“‘)zAv(B~) and P(Bnew) is the immediate predecessor of B” 
in Jo, Av(P(B”~“‘))IAv(B”~~). So BneW and S(Bnew) also both satisfy (l), if the 
conditions stated in the optimality test hold, and consequently each block of Jnew 
satisfies (1). The justification is now completed by applying Theorem A.1. 
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We next provide an algorithm for computing the new optimum if Optimality 
Test 3.4 fails. 
Algorithm 3.5. Computing the new optimum. 
Initiation. If Av(L,) 1 Av(Bnew) for all is j, i E BneW then set J= .ZneW, B+ = BneW, 
B- = 0. Compute Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Else compute k = max(i ) is j, i E BneW, Av&) < Av(BneW)}. Set J= JneW \ (Bnew} U
{Lk, U,), B+ = U,, B- =Lk. Compute Av(B-) and Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Step 1. Same as Step 1 of Algorithm 2.3. 
Step 2. Same as Step 2 of Algorithm 2.3. 
Step 3. Same as Step 3 of Algorithm 2.3. 
Step 4. Stop with the conclusion that the current J is an optimal partition and 
that x(J) is the optimal solution to (Pnew). 
Justification of Algorithm 3.5. Algorithm 3.5 can be justified by arguments very 
similar to those used in justifying Algorithm 2.3. We omit details. 
Comment 3.6. Comment 2.5 also applies to Algorithm 3.5. 
Comment 3.7. Comment 2.6 also applies to Algorithm 3.5. 
Subcase 2(b): y,,, < Av(B'). Analysis of this subcase is quite similar to that of 
Subcase 2(a). We omit details. 
4. Modifying an observation 
Again we suppose that we have available an optimal partition Jo and the optimal 
solution x0 =x(J’) for (P). In this section we describe methods of performing sen- 
sitivity analysis on the isotonic regression problem when a single observation is 
modified. 
Suppose that an observation yj, with associated weight Wj, is modified. Modifi- 
cation may be of two kinds. 
4.1. Change in the value of an observation 
We first suppose that the value yj of the observation is changed to yi, but its 
weight is left unaltered. The revised problem (which will be denoted by (Pmod)) is 
Minimize C Wi(_Yi-Xi)‘+ Wj(_Yi-Xj)2, 
i+j 
subject to x,rx2<...<x,. 
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Let B0 denote the block of Jo containing j. We let Bj” denote the block of Jo con- 
taining j+l. (If j=n, Bj’l=0.) 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: B” is the singleton {j]. There are two subcases to consider. 
Subcase l(a): _YjZyj. 
Optimality Test 4.1. If j = n or if _yi<Av(BJ’+‘) then J” is an optimal partition for 
(Pmod). The optimal solution xmod to (Pmod) is given by (xmod); = (x0);, if i #j and 
=yi, otherwise. 
Justification of Optimality Test 4.1. Optimality Test 4.1 can be justified by argu- 
ments quite similar to those used in the justification of Optimality Test 3.4. We omit 
details. 
We give below Algorithm 4.2 for computing the new optimal solution if Optimali- 
ty Test 4.1 fails. 
Algorithm 4.2. Computing the new optimum. 
Initiation. Set J= Jo, B’ =P. Go to Step 1. 
Step 1. Same as Step 1 of Algorithm 3.2. 
Step 2. Same as Step 2 of Algorithm 3.2. 
Step 3. Stop with the conclusion that the current J is an optimal partition and 
that x(J) is the optimal solution to (Pmod). 
Justification of Algorithm 4.2. Algorithm 4.2 can be justified by arguments quite 
similar to those used in justifying Algorithm 3.2. We omit details. 
Subcase l(b): uj’<uj. Analysis of this subcase is quite similar to that of Sub- 
case l(a). We omit details. 
Comment 4.3. Comment 3.6 also applies to Algorithm 4.2. 
Case 2: B” is not the singleton {j}. Again, there are two subcases to consider. 
Subcase 2(a): y;Zyj. Let Av(BO)* denote the modified value of Av(BO). (Clearly 
Av(BO)*r Av(B’) since y~>yj.) It is necessary to first calculate Av(B’)*. (This cal- 
culation is quite inexpensive as Av(BO) is available.) 
Optimality Test 4.4. If Av(L,)rAv(BO)* for all is j, ie B’ and Av(B’-‘)*IAv(S(B’)) 
then Jo is an optimal partition for (Pmod). The optimal solution xmod to (Pmod) is 
given by (x”“~)~ =Av(B’)*, if i E B” and = (x0);, otherwise. 
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Justification of Optimality Test 4.4. Optimality Test 4.4 can be justified by argu- 
ments quite similar to those used in justifying Optimality Test 3.4. We omit details. 
We next provide an algorithm for computing the new optimum if Optimality 
Test 4.4 fails. 
Algorithm 4.5. Computing the new optimum. 
Initiation. If AV(Li) 2 Av(B’)* for all is j, i E B” then set J= Jo, B’ = B”, B- = 0. 
Compute Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Else compute k=max{i 1 irj, iEB”, Av(L,)<Av(B’)*). Set J=J”\{B,} U 
{Lk, Uk). Compute Av(B-), Av(B+) and go to Step 1. 
Step 1. Same as Step 1 of Algorithm 3.5. 
Step 2. Same as Step 2 of Algorithm 3.5. 
Step 3. Same as Step 3 of Algorithm 3.5. 
Step 4. Stop with the conclusion that the current J is an optimal partition and 
that x(J) is the optimal solution to (Pmod). 
Justification of Algorithm 4.5. Algorithm 4.5 (like Algorithm 3.5) can be justified 
by arguments very similar to those used in justifying Algorithm 2.3. We omit 
details. 
Comment 4.6. Comment 3.3 also applies to Algorithm 4.5. 
Comment 4.7. Comment 3.6 also applies to Algorithm 4.5. 
Subcase 2(b): _YJ’<_Yj. Analysis of this subcase is quite similar to that of Sub- 
case 2(a). We omit details. 
4.2. Change in the weight of an observation 
We next suppose that the weight Wj of the observation is changed to wi, but its 
value is left unaltered. The revised problem is 
Minimize C Wi(Y;-Xi)‘+ Wjl(Yj-Xj)2* 
i#j 
subject to xl I x2 s*..s x,,. 
Let B” again denote the block of Jo containing j. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: B” is the singleton {j}. It is straightforward to show that in this case Jo 
continues to be an optimal partition and x0 continues to be the optimal solution 
for the revised problem. We omit details. 
Case 2: B” is not the singleton {j}. In this case it is necessary to first calculate 
the modified value of Av(B’). Let us denote this value by Av(B’)*. 
There are now two subcases to consider. 
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Subcase 2(a): Av(BO)*?Av(Bo). Analysis of this subcase is very similar to that 
of Subcase 2(a) of Subsection 4.1. Both Optimality Test 4.4 and Algorithm 4.5 are 
applicable. We omit details. 
Subcase 2(b): Av(B’)*< Av(BO). Analysis of this subcase is quite similar to that 
of Subcase 2(a). 
5. Computational results 
We have, in the present paper, developed easy combinatorial methods for sen- 
sitivity analysis in isotonic regression when a single observation is deleted, added or 
modified. In the worst case, we may do as badly by using these methods as by 
solving the modified problem from scratch. However, these methods are expected 
to be much superior, most of the time. The following contrived (but by no means 
pathological) example illustrates that the sensitivity analysis procedures can in fact 
be dramatically superior. 
Example 5.1. Suppose that n = 1000, each Wi = 1, 15 is 12, and yi = 1000 -i+ 1, 1 I 
is n. The optimal solution for this instance of (P) is given by Xi = 500.5, 1 I is n. 
All algorithms for (P) that we are aware of require at least 1000 comparisons, 2000 
additions, 1000 multiplications and 1000 divisions to obtain this solution. 
Suppose now that a 1OOlst observation is added. Let wlool = 1, ylool = 501. The 
new optimal solution is given by Xi= 500.5, 1 <i<lOOO, xlool =501. Solving the 
revised problem from scratch would again necessitate several thousand elementary 
arithmetic operations. On the other hand, a single comparison suffices if the sen- 
sitivity analysis procedure, described here, is used. 
A small computational study which we carried out also supports our claim regard- 
ing the superiority of the sensitivity analysis methods. Coding was done in Fortran 
and all computations were carried out on a VAX 11/750, with VMS operating 
system. The results of this computational study are summarized in Tables l-3. Each 
of the times reported in these tables was obtained as the average of computation 
times for eight test examples. 
It should be emphasized that the performance of the sensitivity analysis procedure 
does depend on the algorithm used to solve the original problem. In our study we 
used the “Pool adjacent violators” (PAV) algorithm of [5]. This is certainly unsur- 
passed in efficiency by any other solution algorithm for (P). However this algo- 
rithm, unlike some others, does not make available the “lower” and “upper” block 
averages which the sensitivity analysis procedures use. If the sensitivity analysis pro- 
cedures were used in conjunction with some algorithm which does compute these 
quantities, they would do much better. 
We conclude by indicating some further important research directions. The first 
is the average case analysis of the methods described in this paper. The second is 
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Table 1 
Comparison of times (in seconds) required to solve the problem when an 
observation is deleted 
n The problem is solved The sensitivity analysis 
from scratch procedure is used 
20 0.0410 0.0298 
50 0.0728 0.0261 
100 0.1502 0.0289 
Table 2 
Comparison of times (in seconds) required to solve the problem when an 
observation is added 
n The problem is solved 
from scratch 
The sensitivity analysis 
procedure is used 
20 0.0314 0.0293 
50 0.0806 0.0293 
100 0.1942 0.0327 
Table 3 
Comparison of times (in seconds) required to solve the problem when an 
observation is modified 
n The problem is solved 
from scratch 
The sensitivity analysis 
procedure is used 
20 0.0426 0.0293 
50 0.0573 0.0303 
100 0.1738 0.0332 
the development of similar methods for other versions of the isotonic regression 
problem. An important generalization of the present paper would be the develop- 
ment of sensitivity analysis methods for the problem with the same objective func- 
tion as (P), but more general constraints representable by a general digraph. 
Finally, it should be noted that the present paper is a first step towards the devel- 
opment of a comprehensive set of procedures for sensitivity analysis in isotonic 
regression. Such a set would include procedures capable of dealing with several 
simultaneous changes in the data set. Of course several changes can be dealt with 
by tracking the changes one by one, but this would in general by quite inefficient. 
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Appendix 
For any SC (1,2, . . . . n}, we define the weight of S to be W(S) = Cjcs Wj and the 
(weighted) average of S to be Av(S)=(CiEs Wjyj)/‘(Cj,s Wj). For convenience, 
Av(S) is defined to be --CO if S= 0. 
Let J be a partition of the set { 1,2, . . . , n} into sets of consecutive integers called 
blocks. x(J) will denote the n-vector defined as follows: for all i E B, where B is an 
arbitrary block of J, xi = Av(B). Clearly, the vector x(J) might correspond to dif- 
ferent partitions. We call a partition J feasible if the corresponding x(J) is feasible. 
Example. Consider the following instance of (P). n = 7, each wi = 1, yl = 1, ~2 = 4, 
y,=5, y4=6, y,=y,=l, y7=4. Consider the partition J with blocks (l}, {2,3,4}, 
(5,6} and (7). Then the vector x(J) is (1,5,5,5,1,1,4). The partition J is clearly 
infeasible. x(J) also corresponds to the partition {{1>,(2,3,4),(5>,{6>,0). 
It has been shown in [3] that any optimal solution to (P) must be of the form x(J) 
for some partition J. We will call a partition J optimal, if x(J) is the optimal solu- 
tion to (P). 
Let J be a given partition of (P) and let B = {p, p + 1, . . . , q} be a block of J, then 
for each i belonging to B, we define the corresponding “lower” set L,(J) to be 
{P,P+l,..., i}; wedefinethe “upper”set U#)tobe {i+l,i+2,...,q} ifi#qand 
U,(J) to be 0. The argument J highlights the dependence of Li and Ui on J. This 
will be suppressed whenever it is possible to do so without ambiguity. Any block 
whose largest index is smaller than p will be called a predecessor of B. If p> 1 then 
the block containing p - 1 will be called the immediate predecessor of B and denoted 
by P(B); if p = 1 then P(B) is defined to be 0. Similarly, any block with its smallest 
index larger than q will be called a successor of B. If q < n then the block containing 
q + 1 is called the immediate successor of B and is denoted by S(B); if q = n then 
S(B) is defined to be 0. 
We now present a combinatorial formulation of the optimality conditions for (P). 
Theorem A.1. The partition J is optimal if and only if, for each block B of J, 
Av(P(B)) I Av(B) (1) 
and each of the following three equivalent conditions holds for each i in B. 
AV(Li) 2 Av(B), 
Av(U,) I Av(B), (2) 
Av(L,) 2 Av(U;). 
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality con- 
ditions and is derived in [3]. 0 
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We conclude with the following useful lemma also derived in [3]. 
Lemma A.2. Let B, be a block of a partition J such that P(B,) and Av(P(B,)) > 
Av(B,). Suppose that (2) is satisfied by each i belonging to either B, or P(B,). Let 
J’ be the partition defined by J’= J\ {B,, P(B,)} U B where B = B, U P(B,). Then 
(2) also holds for each i in B. 
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